
Intentional Living
Series: January-March 2018 → Book of Nehemiah



Goal of this Series 

to identify God's vision 
for your life and to 
provide practical steps 
to pursue that vision
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Theme Scriptures

Dare: 2 Chronicles 16:9
For the eyes of the Lord 
range throughout the earth 
to strengthen those whose 
hearts are fully 
committed to him. 

Truth: Ephesians 2:10
For we are God’s 
handiwork, created in 
Christ Jesus to do good 
works, which God 
prepared in advance for 
us to do.
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Intentional Living Conclusion

Intentional Living comes from a Strong 
Core  Neh. 1-13; Hebrews 12:1-3



“
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1 Therefore, since we are surrounded by 
such a great cloud of witnesses, let us 
throw off everything that hinders and the 
sin that so easily entangles. And let us run 
with perseverance the race marked out 
for us, 

Hebrews 12:1-3



“
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2 fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer 
and perfecter of faith. For the joy set 
before him he endured the cross, 
scorning its shame, and sat down at the 
right hand of the throne of God. 

Hebrews 12:1-3



“
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3 Consider him who endured such 
opposition from sinners, so that you will 
not grow weary and lose heart.

Hebrews 12:1-3



“
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Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great 
cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that 
hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us 
run with perseverance the race marked out for us, 

Point 1: Fellowship strengthens faith
Point 2: Excess hinders progress
Point 3: Perseverance is driven by purpose

Hebrews 12:1



“
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Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great 
cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that 
hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us 
run with perseverance the race marked out for us, 

Point 1: Fellowship strengthens faith
Point 2: Excess hinders progress
Point 3: Perseverance is driven by purpose

Hebrews 12:1



“
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Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great 
cloud of witnesses, let us throw off everything that 
hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us 
run with perseverance the race marked out for us, 

Point 1: Fellowship strengthens faith
Point 2: Excess hinders progress
Point 3: Perseverance is driven by purpose

Hebrews 12:1



“
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...fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of 
faith. For the joy set before him he endured the cross, 
scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of 
the throne of God. 

Point 1: What He Starts, he Finishes
Point 2: The end was worth what was endured
Point 3: A people redeemed was always his reason

Hebrews 12:2
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...fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of 
faith. For the joy set before him he endured the cross, 
scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of 
the throne of God. 

Point 1: What He Started, he Finished
Point 2: The end was worth what was endured
Point 3: A people redeemed was always his reason

Hebrews 12:2
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...fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of 
faith. For the joy set before him he endured the cross, 
scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of 
the throne of God. 
Point 1: What He Started, he Finished
Point 2: The end was worth what was endured
Point 3: A people redeemed was always his 
reason

Hebrews 12:2



“
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3 Consider him who endured such 
opposition from sinners, so that you will 
not grow weary and lose heart.

Hebrews 12:1-3



“
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“God is most glorified in us 
when we are most satisfied 
in Him.”

John Piper



Intentional Living Conclusion

Intentional Living comes from a Strong 
Core  Neh. 1-13; Hebrews 12:1-3


